Genome-wide heritability analysis of severe malaria resistance reveals evidence of polygenic inheritance.
Estimating SNP-heritability (h2g) of severe malaria resistance and its distribution across the genome might shed new light in to the underlying biology. We investigated h2g of severe malaria resistance from a genome-wide association study (GWAS) dataset (sample size =11, 657). We estimated the h2g and partitioned in to chromosomes, allele frequencies and annotations using the genetic relationship-matrix restricted maximum likelihood (GREML) approach. We further examined none-cell type specific and cell type specific enrichments from GWAS-summary statistics. The h2g of severe malaria resistance was estimated at 0.21 (se=0.05, p=2.7x10-5), 0.20 (se =0.05, p=7.5x10-5) and 0.17 (se =0.05, p= 7.2x10-4) in Gambian, Kenyan and Malawi populations, respectively. A comparable range of h2g (0.21 (se = 0.02, p< 1x10-5)) was estimated from GWAS-summary statistics meta-analysed across the three populations. Partitioning analysis from raw genotype data showed significant enrichment of h2g in genic SNPs while summary statistics analysis suggests evidences of enrichment in multiple categories. Supporting the polygenic inheritance, the h2g of severe malaria resistance is distributed across the chromosomes and allelic frequency spectrum. However, the h2g is disproportionately concentrated on three chromosomes (chr 5, 11 and 20), suggesting cost-effectiveness of future malaria genomic sequencing studies in resource-prohibitive settings in Africa. We report for the first time that the heritability of malaria resistance is largely ascribed by common SNPs and the causal variants are overrepresented in protein coding regions of the genome. Further studies with larger sample sizes are needed to better understand the underpinning genetics of severe malaria resistance.